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Abstract
Dynamic simulations of pantograph-catenary interaction are nowadays essential
for improving the performance of railway locomotives, by achieving better current
collection at higher speeds and lower wear of the collecting parts. The first step in
performing these simulations is to compute the static equilibrium of the overhead
line. The initial dropper lengths play an important role in hanging the contact wire
at an appropriate height. From a classical point of view, if one wants to obtain the
static equilibrium configuration of the system for different combinations of drop-
per lengths, one static problem must be solved for each combination of lengths,
which involves a prohibitive computational cost. In this paper we propose a para-
metric model of the catenary, including the undeformed dropper lengths as extra-
coordinates of the problem. This multidimensional problem is efficiently solved by
means of the Proper Generalized Decomposition (PGD) technique, avoiding the
curse of dimensionality issue. The capabilities and performance of the proposed
method are shown by numerical examples.
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1. Introduction
The overhead line equipment, or the so called overhead catenary, is the system responsible
for providing electric energy to railway locomotives by means of a pantograph. As a result
of the pantograph-contact wire interaction and the dynamic response of the system, a
contact force is generated which varies in time. The overhead line is designed to operate
at the smallest possible contact force (to minimize wear due to friction) but maintaining
at least a minimum value to ensure that the pantograph always remains in contact with
the wire. The numerical models used to simulate this system are a useful tool in catenary
design for achieving better high-speed current collection [1, 2, 3]. Fig. 1 shows the main
elements of a typical railway catenary.
Many factors influence the dynamics of the overhead system and affect the contact force,
these include dropper lengths, which are parameters that can be easily modified in engi-
neering practice using the current catenary-stringing technology. The static position of
the contact wire largely depends on the length and position of the droppers. Thus, the
interaction of the pantograph with the contact wire and the contact force generated de-
pends on the dropper lengths. In fact, some amount of the so-called presag of the contact
wire (deviations of the contact wire height from the horizontal position) has been shown
to improve catenary performance at high-speeds [4, 5]. It is still an open question whether
or not there is an optimal droppers length for a certain pantograph and train speed that
provides the best performance in terms of contact force. Numerical simulation tools can
help in solving this issue. However, at the present time, the analysis of the influence of
undeformed dropper lengths on the dynamics of the system would require a great number
of simulations for different combinations of these parameters, which would be unfeasible
in practice with traditional finite element technology.
The aim of this paper is to present a numerical method able to perform this type of
analysis at a reasonable computational cost. In particular, there is an especial interest in
finding the static equilibrium position of the railway catenary system for any combination
of dropper lengths. By using the Proper Generalized Decomposition (PGD) technique
it is possible to solve parametric models that are defined in high dimensional spaces,
such as in the problem at hand, in which undeformed dropper lengths are introduced as
extra-coordinates.
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PGD [6] is a Model Order Reduction (MOR) technique which can easily solve multidimen-
sional problems. PGD has already successfully addressed a variety of problems, including
shell-type geometries [7, 8], shape optimization problems [9], computational rheology [10],
linear elastic fracture mechanics [11] or mechanic simulation for biological tissues [12, 13]
among others, in a multidimensional framework. Space-time decompositions are dealt
with in [14] under a PGD approach. The errors of the PGD solutions are studied in [15].
PGD is thus able to provide a multiparametric solution of the problem that explicitly
depends on the parameters to be indentified (in this case dropper lengths) and avoids the
curse of dimensionality issue when a large number of parameters are considered. The
interested reader is addressed to [16] and the references therein for a deeper analysis of
this aspect.
The main interest of the proposed method is to obtain a solution of the static equilibrium
position, required to simulate the dynamic interaction, for any combination of dropper
lengths. With the parametric solution it is possible to perform an efficient geometry
optimization process of the catenary, based on different criteria, such as the minimal
standard deviation of the contact force. With a parametric dynamic solution of the
problem, the effect of wrong stringing, which leads to a static configuration other than
the one designed, can be reproduced and analyzed.
The paper is organized as follows. The overhead line and the elements which compose
the catenary are described in Section 2. In Section 3 the finite element model of the
catenary is introduced. This model is based on the absolute nodal coordinate formulation
(ANCF). On the basis of the virtual work principle, in Section 4 the static equilibrium
problem is presented from a classical point of view. In Section 5 the static equilibrium
problem is dealt with the PGD approach. The proposed formulation is given in two
versions: i) without considering dropper slackening and ii) including the effect of dropper
slackening. A linearized problem is also presented in order to reduce the computational
cost. The accuracy and performance of the method is analized in Section 6 through some
numerical examples. Finally, the conclusions are summarized in Section 7.
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2. Description of the overhead line
Fig. 1 shows a high-speed train catenary. The catenary is mainly composed of two groups
of components, structural elements and cables. Masts, brackets and registration arms are
responsible for supporting the entire cabling in the desired position. The cables include the
messenger or carrier wire, droppers and contact wire. The messenger wire hangs from the
brackets at regular intervals. Its main aim is to hold the contact wire at the required height
from the track. This can be achieved by means of droppers clamped to the messenger
and contact wire at certain points in every span. The contact wire transmits electrical
power to the locomotive through the pantograph head on the locomotive roof. Some types
of catenaries include stitch wires near the masts in order to reduce the variation of the
stiffness along the span. Both the messenger and contact wires are prestressed and keep
the tension constant with the aid of a compensation system located at both ends of each
section along the overhead line.
Figure 1: Photo of a high-speed train catenary.
Viewed from above, the catenary follows a zigzag pattern from one bracket to another.
This stagger is designed to guarantee uniform wear on the contact strip of the pantograph
collectors. Another important geometric issue in many catenaries is their presag, which
reduces the variations in contact force caused by the reduced stiffness in the central region
of the spans, and is controlled by means of appropriate dropper lengths.
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It is important to point out that small changes in certain parameters, such as the unde-
formed dropper lengths, may change the height of the contact wire and therefore affect
interaction with the pantograph. Also, if the initial length of a dropper is larger than
a certain value, the dropper can slacken and fail to hold the contact wire in the static
position.
3. Catenary finite element model
The catenary system was modeled by finite elements. Only the main features of the
model are summarized here (for further information see [17]). An example of this model
is depicted in Fig. 2, in which the nodes are plotted as circles. A beam element based on
the absolute nodal coordinate formulation (ANCF) is employed to model the cables. The
original 3D ANCF element was proposed in [18, 19] and used for railway catenary models
in [20, 21]. For the interested reader, a good comparison between this element and the




Figure 2: Finite element model of the catenary.
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Catenary wires are much longer than their cross-sectional area, so that the torsional effects
can be neglected. This results in the element introduced in [23] with only 6 degrees of
freedom per node, taking into account axial and bending deformations. In this paper, this
type of element is called a ‘cable element’ and is used to model both the messenger and the
contact wires. Droppers and registration arms are modeled as a single large displacement
nonlinear element called a ‘bar element’ throughout the paper. The bar element is only











Figure 3: Undeformed and deformed configurations of the ANCF element.
In this model the masts and brackets are replaced by suitable boundary conditions. Dirich-
let boundary conditions are applied at the ends of the registration arms joined to the
brackets (nodes marked with a cross in Fig. 2). Spring-damping elements are used to
simulate the supports (nodes marked with a square in Fig. 2).
Fig. 3 shows a scheme of the reference and deformed configurations of an ANCF cable
element. The vector of degrees of freedom of a cable element of nodes i and j containing



















where χ ∈ [0, l0] is the local coordinate, l0 being the length of the undeformed element.
In a deformed configuration, the absolute position coordinates r(χ) are defined by means
of a cubic polynomial that can be written as:
r(χ) = Sc(χ) qc (2)
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Sc1 0 0 Sc2 0 0 Sc3 0 0 Sc4 0 0
0 Sc1 0 0 Sc2 0 0 Sc3 0 0 Sc4 0






Sc1(ξ) = 1 − 3ξ
2 + 2ξ3 Sc2(ξ) = l0(ξ − 2ξ
2 + ξ3)
Sc3(ξ) = 3ξ
2 − 2ξ3 Sc4(ξ) = l0(−ξ
2 + ξ3)
(3)
The coordinate ξ = χ/l0 ∈ [0, 1] denotes the normalized local coordinate. These Hermite
cubic polynomials guarantee the C1 continuity between elements.
The element vector of degrees of freedom of the bar element contains only the absolute
positions of the two nodes as:
qb =
[
xi yi zi xj yj zj
]T
(4)
The interpolation used for this element is linear, and the length of the undeformed element







Sb1 0 0 Sb2 0 0
0 Sb1 0 0 Sb2 0













For the sake of clarity, in the following sections the equations are particularized for cable
elements, since they are directly applicable to bar elements only by neglecting the term
of bending deformations. Subscripts c and b are deleted for simplicity in the notation.
4. Static equilibrium problem
This section introduces the classical FEM formulation to solve the static equilibrium con-
figuration of a railway catenary under gravitational effects. In a catenary system, before
computing the static equilibrium position, the so-called ‘shape-finding’ or initial configu-
ration problem must be solved. The goal of this problem is to compute the undeformed
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lengths of the elements fulfilling the force equilibrium equations and all the constraints
introduced during the catenary stringing. The tension in the messenger and the contact
wire, and the height of the latter are the main constraints taken into account. A thor-
oughly detailed account of a method of dealing with the ‘shape-finding’ problem of the
overhead line can be found in [17]. In this contribution, it is assumed that the initial
configuration problem is solved, i.e. the undeformed length of all the cables is given. The
static equilibrium position under gravitational forces is sought for possibly different values
of the undeformed dropper lengths.
The formulation of the problem is obtained by using the virtual work principle. Let Ω
be defined as the spatial domain of a certain railway catenary system, i.e. the catenary







j = ∅, i 6= j, the total virtual work of internal forces obtained as the combination










(EA δεL εL + EI δκ κ) dχ (7)
where E represents the Young’s modulus, A denotes the cross-sectional area, I is the
second moment of area and, εL and κ represent the axial deformation and the curvature


















































where s is the local coordinate in the deformed configuration as showed in Fig. 3. Since on
the catenary wires the axial strains are observed to be small, ds ≈ dχ and the definition
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Computing the variations of the axial deformation and the curvature and replacing them




























On the other hand, the force of gravity acts on the catenary. For an element, the virtual




δr · g dχ (12)
where g = {0 0 − gAρ}T , g is the gravitational constant and ρ is the density. Finally,
the weak form of the static problem is obtained by equating (11) and (12) and accounting






























− δr · g
]
dχ = 0, ∀δr (13)
After the assembly process taking into account all the Dirichlet boundary conditions, a
nonlinear algebraic system of equations is obtained. The static equilibrium equation for
the whole catenary system reads:
f(q) = 0 (14)
which can be solved using for example the Newton-Raphson method. Note that if one
wish to obtain the static equilibrium position for different sets of initial dropper lengths,
the domain Ω changes, therefore a new static problem (Eq. (13)) must be solved.
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5. Proper Generalized Decomposition approach
The objective of this section is to solve the static equilibrium problem (13) for any ini-
tial configuration of dropper lengths. For this purpose the PGD model order reduction
technique is used. In this approach the geometrical parameters ‘dropper lengths’ are con-
sidered as extra-coordinates of the problem. Thus, the unknown field of absolute positions,
and also its variations, now depends on both the spatial and dropper length coordinates,
r = r(χ, lp1, lp2, ...). For the sake of simplicity, in this section the formulation that includes
only one undeformed dropper length as extra-coordinate of the static equilibrium problem
is first presented, therefore r(χ, lp). In the last part of the present section, the proposed
formulation is generalized to N undeformed dropper lengths extra-coordinates.
Remark: Note the difference between l0, the constant value of the undeformed length of
an element, and lp, which represents any possible value of the undeformed dropper length,
taking values in an appropriate interval defined later.
5.1. PGD formulation
With the addition of one dropper length as extra-coordinate lp, lp ∈ Ωl, its domain of




p ] is defined as the values of the lengths for which it is desired to obtain
the static equilibrium. The variational problem (13) extends to the whole geometry of
the catenary, Ω and to the domain Ωl. The new problem consists of finding the absolute































− δr · g
]
dχdlp = 0, ∀δr (15)
Note that the spatial domain Ω depends on the initial length of the dropper lp, which is
problematic for the proposed formulation. In the same way as in [9], the following change
of variable is applied to (15) in order to circumvent this problem:
χ = lp χ̃ , χ̃ ∈ [0, 1] (16)
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− δr · g
]
lp dχ̃dlp (17)
Now it is possible to solve this problem with the PGD technique. PGD is based on a
separate representation of the unknown field. In this case:






where each mode is composed of an Ri(χ̃) function that only depends on the spatial
coordinate χ̃, and an Li(lp) function that depends on the extra-coordinate lp.
In order to account for the non-homogeneous Dirichlet boundary conditions present in
this problem (the absolute position of the points that connect the wires with the fixed
structure), let us consider a function g(χ̃, lp) that satisfies these conditions. It is possible
to state g(χ̃, lp) in a separate form
g(χ̃, lp) = Gχ(χ̃)Gl(lp) (19)
where Gχ(χ̃) is the FE solution of problem (13) for a particular value of the dropper
lengths and Gl(lp) is a constant function with unitary value in all Ωl. Considering R1(χ̃) =
Gχ(χ̃) and L1(lp) = Gl(lp), the remaining functions Ri(χ̃) and Li(lp), for i > 1, are
calculated with homogeneous Dirichlet boundary conditions. The interested reader is
referred to [25, 26] for a detailed explanation of the PGD construction algorithm for
problems with homogeneous Dirichlet boundary conditions.
The solution enrichment process starts from the assumed computed rn, n ≥ 1, and then





Ri(χ̃)Li(lp) + Rn+1(χ̃)Ln+1(lp) (20)
with an admissible variation
δr = δRn+1Ln+1 + Rn+1δLn+1 (21)
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Introducing (20) and (21) in (17) leads to a nonlinear expression in which Rn+1 and Ln+1
are the unknown functions. A widely used procedure to find these functions is based on an
alternating fixed point strategy [26, 25, 27]. In each iteration of the proposed algorithm,
two problems have to be solved in order to obtain both the Rn+1(χ̃) and Ln+1(lp) functions.
These problems are detailed in Appendix A and briefly described below:
• Calculation of Rn+1(χ̃). In this problem, r
n is known and Ln+1(lp) comes from
either the previous iteration of the alternating strategy or it is randomly chosen in
the case of the first iteration. Introducing Eq. (20) into (17) and integrating in Ωl,
Rn+1(χ̃) is the only unknown of the problem. Consider that
δr = δRn+1Ln+1 (22)






































































































are the first and second derivatives of R respect to the variable
χ̃, and the repeated subscripts i, j, k represent summations from 1 to n, following
the Einstein notation. The coefficients αijk, βij, γi, θ, ωi, η and τ are the integrals
in Ωl described in Appendix A. Finally, this second order nonlinear boundary value
problem is solved for Rn+1(χ̃) using the FEM discretization described in Section 3.
• Calculation of Ln+1(lp). Now in this problem, r
n is again known and Rn+1(χ̃) is
the just-computed function. Introducing Eq. (20) into (17) and integrating in χ̃,
Ln+1(lp) is the only unknown of the problem. In this case:
δr = Rn+1δLn+1 (24)
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1
l2p
(αijkLiLjLk + (β1ij + β2ij) Ln+1LiLj+












where the coefficients I1, I2i, αijk, β1ij, β2ij, γ1i, γ2i, θ, ωi, η and τ are the integrals
in the variable χ̃ listed in Appendix A. Finally, a nonlinear algebraic problem is ob-
tained, which in this paper is solved for Ln+1(lp) using an appropriate discretization
technique.
Both functions obtained at fixed point iteration p are compared with the same functions
at the previous step p − 1. The iterative process proceeds until its relative difference






















The solution enrichment process ends when the error Σ(n) is small enough, Σ(n) < ε̃.






where k is 2 if the first mode is employed to enforce the non-homogeneous Dirichlet
boundary conditions, or 1 otherwise.
When the just described separated representation constructor is used in nonsymmetric
problems, the obtained solution contains more modes than those provided by the Sin-
gular Value Decomposition (SVD) (or its multidimensional counterpart, the High Order
Singular Value Decomposition (HOSVD)) applied to the problem solution computed by
using standard discretization techniques. Thus, the decomposition provided by the PGD
constructor is not optimal [28]. This reveals that some modes do not make an important
contribution to the solution reconstruction and are not necessary in the reduced basis.
Therefore, a post-compression should be envisaged in order to express the solution in a
more compact form (see [29] and [26]). If rn̂ is the PGD solution of the original problem
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rc(χ̃, lp) − r
n̂(χ̃, lp)
]
dχ̃dlp = 0 (28)
where rc(χ̃, lp1) is the unknown field. The PGD is here applied only for approximation
purposes. With this technique the number of modes of the approximated solution rnc
are usually fewer than those making up the original solution, i.e. n ≤ n̂. Therefore,
post-processing the PGD solution requires a lighter computational effort.
5.2. Generalization to N extra-coordinates
It is straightforward to extrapolate the previous method to a more general case in which
there are N different undeformed dropper lengths extra-coordinates. In this case, the




pi], i = 1, ..., N . The separated
representation of the absolute position field is:










Assuming rn(χ̃, lp1, ..., lpN ) is known, the next term of the separated representation is:




















Replacing Eqs. (30) and (31) in (17) and applying the fixed point iterative strategy, the
resolution of N + 1 one dimensional problems at each fixed point iteration must be
performed in order to calculate the functions Rn+1(χ̃), Ln+1,1, ..., Ln+1,N respectively.
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5.3. PGD formulation: Dropper slackening
In the formulation presented in the previous section the droppers are allowed to be in
compression due to the forces applied by the messenger and contact wires. However,
this is not strictly true, since the droppers can slacken when the pantograph pushes
them upwards. In the case of the static configuration problem, they may have some
combinations of undeformed dropper lengths that result in the slackening of some droppers
in the static equilibrium position. Although this is not desirable in a railway catenary,
if the model could take it into account it would be possible to simulate mistakes in the
assembly process or failures in the design.
In a classic FEM approach it is easy to account for this effect by neglecting the axial
strain term in Eq. (13) for the droppers whose deformed length is shorter than undeformed
length. When the problem is solved by the PGD approach the solution to this issue is not
straightforward. Here, we propose the following procedure to capture dropper slackening
in the separate solution:
1. Solve the PGD problem described in Section 5.1, in which droppers can be com-
pressed.
2. For each dropper p, identify the combinations of extra-coordinates in which the
dropper is compressed. For this pupose, the function hp ∈ Ωl is defined, which takes
the value of 1 when the dropper is stretched and is equal to 0 otherwise.
3. If there is more than one extra-coordinate, separate each hp function in a summation





Hi1(lp1)Hi2(lp2)...HiN (lpN ) (32)
4. Solve a PGD static problem in which, for dropper p, the axial strain term of the
element contribution to the static equilibrium (17) is multiplied by its separate hp
function.
In practice, in a real catenary with a realistic range of variation of dropper lengths, if we
focus on a single dropper, its slackening can be assumed to depend only on its initial length
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and the undeformed length of its two neighbors. With this assumption, each hp function
depends, at most, on three extra-coordinates. Otherwise, in problems with several extra-
coordinates, it would be challenging to explore all Ωl to identify the dropper slackening
due to computational memory limitations.
Let us assume that there are P droppers in the spatial domain Ω, and for simplicity in
the notation, the undeformed length of the first two droppers are considered as extra-
coordinates, namely lp1 and lp2. By solving the problem posted in Section 5.1 but now
with these two extra-coordinates, the separated absolute position field is obtained:





Next, for each dropper p the domain Ωl = Ωl1 × Ωl2 is explored and the h
p function is
built. Specifically, for dropper 2:













where ldef is the deformed length of dropper 2 and l03 denotes the undeformed length of
dropper 3, which is assumed to be constant in this case.
Following the procedure described in Appendix B, all of these hp functions are exactly






The last step of the proposed strategy consists of solving a PGD static equilibrium problem
with the use of the hp functions, in order to cancel the axial force of the droppers for all
the combinations of lp1 and lp2 that make them slacken. The procedure for obtaining
the solution to this problem is exactly the same as described in the previous Section 5.1.
However, in this case, for a dropper p with variable initial length lp1, its contribution to




























where the subscript m denotes a summation. From this expression, we proceed just as in
Section 5.1 and compute the separated representation of the absolute position field.
This method leads to accurate results in spite of having some drawbacks. For example,
when the high nonlinearity of the dropper slackening is introduced into the problem, the
fixed-point alternating strategy needs more iterations to converge, with a consequently
higher computational cost. Moreover, looking at expression (36), when the separated
field (20) is introduced there is a summation whose number of terms depends cubically
on the previous computed modes, and linearly on the number of terms in the separated
hp function.
It is true that these calculations are performed offline and only once, however they can
require excessive computational time. For this reason, we propose the linearization of the
problem (13) with respect to one static equilibrium position computed from a determined
dropper lengths. The linear solution is close to the nonlinear solution, as will be seen in
Section 6, and the time required to obtain this solution is orders of magnitude lower.
5.4. PGD formulation: Linearized static problem
In a classic FEM approach, in order to linearize the static equilibrium problem, the first
step is to calculate the static equilibrium configuration for which the problem is linearized.
This involves solving the problem stated in (13) for a certain values of undeformed dropper
lengths lref defining the reference catenary spatial domain Ωref . This provides rref (χ),
the reference equilibrium position field. For a different set of undeformed dropper lengths
l0 defining the spatial domain Ω, the new equilibrium position can be expressed as r =
rref +u, where u(χ) is the displacement field with respect to the reference solution rref (χ).



























































− ρAδu · g
]
dχ = 0, ∀δu
(37)
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In order to apply the PGD to such a variational problem, the reference solution rref (χ),
which only depends on the spatial coordinate, is obtained again solving Eq. (13), in
which lref are now defined as the intermediate values of the undeformed dropper lengths
in Ωl. From now on, the same steps as detailed in Section 5.1 must be followed. The
displacements field also depends on all the extra-coordinates, so the change of variable
defined in (16) is introduced. Taking only one extra-coordinate for simplicity in the







































































The separated form of the unknown field is:






where U(χ̃) is a function that only depends on the normalized spatial coordinate χ̃, and
L(lp) is a function which depends on the extra-coordinate lp. As the Dirichlet boundary
conditions are fulfilled by the reference static solution rref , the linearized problem is solved
with homogeneous Dirichlet boundary conditions.
In order to obtain the next mode un+1, the procedure used is again the same as described
in Section 5.1. In order to account for the dropper slackening, the procedure exlained in
Section 5.3 is applied combined with the linearized problem defined above, considering





1 if fpint ≥ 0
0 if fpint < 0
(40)
where fpint is the projected internal force of the element p in its direction.
By using the linearized formulation, when solving the problem defined in Ω × Ωl with
the fixed-point algorithm, the number of terms involved in the internal forces increases
linearly with the number of already evaluated modes. On the other hand, if the nonlinear
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formulation is used, the number of terms increases cubically with the evaluated modes.
This means there is a considerable reduction in computational cost when the linearized
formulation is employed.
6. Numerical examples
In this section, the proposed method is checked through some numerical examples. The
first one is quite simple, allowing all the FEM static solutions to be obtained and thus
making it possible to compare the whole nonlinear PGD solution with the solutions ob-
tained from the FE analysis. The second one includes a more realistic catenary, with
whose geometry a realistic application of the algorithm is shown. Finally, the third exam-
ple reveals that when the nonlinear problem formulation includes dropper slackening, the
solution process is very expensive in terms of computational cost, so that the linearized
approach is used and validated.
6.1. Example 1: Academic example
The proposed method is validated with the first numerical example. The spatial domain
Ω of this 2D academic example is shown in Fig.4. It simulates a single span with two
droppers, in which the contact and messenger wires are discretized into 30 elements each.
The material and geometrical properties of these elements are listed in Table 1. Regarding
the Dirichlet boundary conditions, the vertical and horizontal displacements of the nodes
located at the ends of both cables are constrained. Altogether, there are 240 spatial
degrees of freedom. The two droppers are considered with variable undeformed length.
The domains of the extra-coordinates lp1 and lp2 are Ωl1 = Ωl2 = [1.15, 1.25] m, which
ensure dropper slackening in certain regions of Ωl. The domains of each extra-coordinate
are discretized into 20 elements of the same length.
The first PGD solution is obtained allowing the dropper elements to work in compression.
The iterative process converges with 12 modes. Fast convergence of fixed-point alternating
strategy was observed (around 8 iterations each mode) and short computational time was
required.
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Figure 4: Academic example spatial mesh.
Element E(Pa) ρ(kg/m3) A(mm2) I(mm4)
Messenger wire 9114 1.1 · 1011 94.8 1237.2
Contact wire 9160 1.1 · 1011 150 2170
Droppers 9114 1.1 · 1011 10 0
Table 1: Material and geometrical properties of the elements.
From this solution, the h1 and h2 functions are calculated. It should be remembered that
the hp function controls whether or not the dropper p is under compression (h = 0) or
(h = 1) for any combination of variable undeformed dropper lengths. These functions
are plotted in Fig. 5. The dark grey area is the region of the domain Ωl, in which the
respective dropper is stretched, while the light grey area shows the values of the extra-
coordinates at which the dropper is compressed. Focusing on h1, it can be seen that when
dropper 1 becomes longer it tends to slacken, while on the other hand, dropper 1 is more
likely to slacken when dropper 2 becomes shorter. The same conclusions can be drawn
for dropper 2, looking at h2.
The separation of h1 results in a summation of 9 terms and h2 is separated properly with 10
modes. The next step of the calculation is to compute the PDG solution, taking dropper
















Figure 5: h function for droppers 1 and 2. (Light grey) Blue = 0, (Dark grey) Magenta = 1.
down the speed of convergence of the fixed-point strategy. Furthermore, the number of
modes necessary to obtain a similar error to the case of droppers without slacking increases
hugely, as can be seen in Fig. 6. For these reasons, the computational cost required to
solve this problem is much higher than that required to solve the PGD problem without
dropper slackening.
Let us define the local error of the separated solution with N modes and for specific values
of the extra-coordinates, as:
ENloc(lp1, lp2, ..., lpN ) =
∥
∥
∥rEX(lp1, lp2, ..., lpN ) − r
N













∣riEX(lp1, lp2, ..., lpN ) − ri
N












EX(lp1, lp2, ..., lpN )|
2 dχ
(41)
where rEX and r
N
P GD are the absolute position field from the FEM solution and the PGD
solution, respectively. To account for all Ωl, a global error is defined as the integral of the




ENloc(lp1, lp2, ..., lpN ) dlp1dlp2...dlpN (42)
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Fig. 6 shows the global error versus the number of PGD modes. The graph on the left
shows the case with dropper slackening and the one on the right gives the error for the
problem without dropper slackening. As mentioned above, the speed of convergence to
the reference FEM solution is noticeably slower than the case without dropper slackening.
The 27 computed modes of the separated solution can be compressed into a few modes
using (28) with almost the same accuracy, as shown in Fig. 7.























Figure 6: Eglob of PGD solution with dropper slackening (left) and without dropper slackening
(right).
Fig. 8 shows a comparison between the solutions considering (dark grey line) and obviating
(light grey line) the slackening of dropper 1. In both cases, the values of the undeformed
lengths are lp1 = 1.25 m and lp2 = 1.15 m. The difference in the static equilibrium position
is quite clear, hence the necessity of including dropper slackening into the PGD approach
to obtain realistic solutions.
6.2. Example 2: Variable presag
In this case, a real span of an overhead line set-up is studied. The span consists of 9
droppers, the messenger wire and the contact wire discretized into 100 elements each. As
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Figure 7: Eglob of PGD post-compressed solution.















Figure 8: Static position for lp1 = 1.25 m and lp2 = 1.15 m. With dropper slackening (blue/dark
grey), without dropper slackening (red/light grey).
in the previous example, the vertical and horizontal displacements of the nodes at the
ends of both cables are constrained.
In a real railway catenary the presence of a certain amount of presag is fairly common.
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Presag is defined as the vertical distance at the central point of the span, in the static
equilibrium configuration, from the contact wire to the horizontal, as shown in Fig. 9.













Figure 9: Geometric model of a real span, with defined presag.
The method described in this paper not only allows the undeformed dropper lengths to
be included as extra-coordinates, but also allows the extra-coordinate to be a parameter
on which the undeformed dropper lengths depend, i.e. for dropper i, lpi = fi(parameter).
Since the amount of presag is defined with the initial dropper lengths, it is possible to
include an extra-coordinate of the problem that controls the presag. Each undeformed
length of droppers 2 to 8 is variable and depends on the x coordinate of the dropper,
on the undeformed dropper length that leads to a static position in which the presag is
null, and finally on the new variable psg ∈ Ωpsg = [0, 0.18] m. This range of values of the
extra-coordinate psg is equivalent to a presag of [0, 85] mm measured in the equilibrium
position. The domain of the extra-coordinate is discretized into 20 uniform distributed
elements.
The PGD solution to this problem, in which there is no dropper slackening, is accurate
enough with 5 modes, as showed in Fig. 10.
In Fig. 11 the Li(psg), i > 1 normalized functions are plotted. It is notorious that
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Figure 10: Global error for PGD solution with variable presag.
Li(0) = 0, i = 2, ..., 5. This is because the first mode R1(χ̃)L1(psg) introduced into the
solution to fulfill the Dirichlet boundary conditions is the FEM solution of the static
equilibrium problem for zero presag. Therefore, as expected, the following PGD modes
do not change the solution for psg = 0.




















Figure 11: Li(psg), i > 1 normalized functions.
Once the solution is obtained, we have to check if there are any compressed droppers. In
the case in hand, all the hp functions are null, thus all droppers are under tension in all
25
Dropper Extra-coordinate Range (m)
1-9 lp1 1.00 - 1.05
2-8 lp2 0.82 - 0.87
3-7 lp3 0.70 - 0.75
4-6 lp4 0.62 - 0.68
5 lp5 0.59 - 0.64
Table 2: Definition of the domains for each extra-coordinate.
Ωl. This example shows what is expected to take place in a real railway catenary static
configuration. The values of the initial dropper lengths are designed so that in the static
equilibrium configuration all the droppers work under tension. This PGD solution could
therefore be used as the initial modes of the solution of a dynamic simulation problem in
the PGD approach.
6.3. Example 3: Multidimensional catenary span
The same geometrical model of the catenary span was used in this case as in the variable
presag example. The nine droppers in the span are considered as elements with variable
initial length. In particular, as regards the span symmetry, the symmetric droppers are
related to the same extra-coordinate, and so five extra-coordinates are introduced. The
range of variation of each variable and the droppers related to them are listed in Table 2.
The 5D domain Ωl is composed of the product of the 1D domains Ωli, which are discretized
into 20 uniform elements each.
The first step deals with the PGD problem without dropper slackening, using the nonlinear
formulation of the static equation. In the present case, due to its high dimensionality, it
is not possible to generate a reference solution with classical methods, so that the local
and global error cannot be evaluated. As all the Lij (i = 1, ..., N ; j = 1, ..., 5) functions
are normalized, the weight of the mode n is defined as wn = ‖Rn‖. Fig. 12 represents the
weight of the first 30 modes, where its decreasing tendency can be seen.
When building the hp functions the nine droppers are compressed for certain Ωl regions.
Therefore, the next step is to solve the static equilibrium problem, including dropper
slackening. However, even if this is performed offline, using the nonlinear formulation
takes an excessive time. Consequently, when there are several extra-coordinates, the
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Figure 12: Weight of the PGD modes of the nonlinear problem without dropper slackening.
linearized formulation is highly advantageous in terms of computational cost without
affecting the required accuracy.
Fig. 13 shows a comparison of the static equilibrium position solving the nonlinear and
the linearized problem. The maximum values are used for the lp coordinates, so that this
case is the furthest case from the reference solution, i.e. the distance between Ωref and
Ω is maximum for the current Ωl. Even so, the largest differences observed in the height
of the contact wire are around 1 mm. These discrepancies are perfectly assumable and
confirm the validity of the linearized static formulation for this Ωl.
When computing the PGD solution with dropper slackening, using the linearized formu-
lation of the problem, 225 modes are computed to achieve good accuracy in the separate
solution. This number of modes would be challenging to obtain with the nonlinear for-
mulation, whilst it requires little computational cost with the linearized problem.
Fig. 14 shows the weights of the computed modes for the original solution (left) and the
post-compressed solution (right). Although there are some peaks, the general trend is to
reduce the weight of the modes while the PGD solution tends to the exact solution of
the problem. This tendency is clearly improved when the post-compressor problem (28)
is solved. However, for the established accuracy, the number of modes required is not re-
duced when the solution is compressed, which means that every mode plays an important
27
















Figure 13: Comparison of linear and nonlinear static equilibrium positions.
role in the reconstruction of the solution.






















Figure 14: Weight of the PGD modes of the linear problem solution, with slackening. Original
solution (left), post-compressed solution (right).
Finally, in order to emphasize the effect of considering dropper slackening, Fig. 15 shows
the static equilibrium configuration for lp1 = 1 m, lp2 = 0.82 m, lp3 = 0.75 m, lp4 = 0.62 m
and lp5 = 0.64 m. On the dark grey plot, droppers 2, 4, 6 and 8 are compressed, while on
the light grey plot they are slackened.
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Figure 15: Static equilibrium with compressed droppers and slackened droppers.
7. Conclusions
This paper addresses the static equilibrium problem of a railway catenary. The catenary
system was modeled by FE according to the absolute nodal coordinate formulation. The
undeformed dropper lengths were introduced into the nonlinear formulation as extra-
coordinates in order to obtain a general solution valid for any value of undeformed dropper
length, using PGD. The proposed strategy was applied to an academic example and
showed good convergence and accuracy. Not only can undeformed dropper lengths be
added as extra-coordinates, but also any parameter on which these lengths depend. In
order to demonstrate the method’s capabilities, presag was included as an extra-coordinate
in the model. The proposed method also allows for the strong nonlinearity of dropper
slackening. This nonlinear effect has a remarkable influence in the number of modes
needed for the solution and thus increases the computational time. In order to make
the offline part of the process more efficient, a linearized formulation of the problem was
therefore proposed and provided a similar level of accuracy in the results. The method
was also applied to a realistic catenary model.
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This work constitutes the first step towards the major objective of geometric catenary
optimization, which normally requires a large number of dynamic catenary simulations for
different values of the parameters to be optimized, e.g. undeformed dropper lengths. With
the parametric solution provided by the PGD approach, i.e. the dynamic response of the
system for any combination of undeformed dropper lengths, addressing the optimization
problem would be faster because one dynamic simulation would be substituted by a
particularization of the parametric solution. However, in order to obtain the parametric
dynamic solution, it is necessary to have at hand a parametric solution of the static
configuration problem presented in this paper.
Appendix A. The PGD constructor
The aim of this section is to explain in depth the formulation of the two problems dealt
with in Section 5.1, in which the functions Rn+1(χ̃) and Ln+1(lp) are sought.
A.1. Computing Rn+1(χ̃) from Ln+1(lp)
For this problem, the test function is:
δr = δR(χ̃)Ln+1(lp) (43)



















































Ln+1δRρgA] lp dχ̃ dlp
(44)
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Discretizing the function R and applying the Galerkin FEM, a nonlinear system of alge-
braic equations is obtained which can be solved with the Newton-Raphson method.
A.2. Computing Ln+1(lp) from Rn+1(χ̃)
For the next step of the fixed-point iterative process, the test function is chosen as
δr = Rn+1(χ̃)δL(lp) (47)
where Rn+1(χ̃) is the solution of the problem solved in the previous step. In this case,



















































ρA δLRn+1 · g] lp dχ̃ dlp
(48)
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Rn+1 · g dχ̃
(49)







I2iLi + I1Ln+1 +
1
l2p
(αijkLiLjLk + (β1ij + β2ij) Ln+1LiLj+












which can be solved using an appropriate discretization technique. However, this expres-




I2iLi + I1Ln+1 +
1
l2p
(αijkLiLjLk + (β1ij + β2ij) Ln+1LiLj+










The nonlinear system equation resulting from the result of both strategies can be solved
again using the Newton-Raphson method.
Appendix B. Separation of the h function
Let hp be a function dependent on three variables, hp(lp1, lp2, lp3). An example of such a
function is depicted in Fig. 16. The domain Ωl is discretized into N1 × N2 × N3 points
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in which hp takes the value of one (shadowed square vertices) or zero (other points). The
goal of the separation process is to obtain the functions H1(lp1), H2(lp2) and H3(lp3) such
that:





All these functions are step unitary functions. Defining the residual Resi as the difference
of hp and the right hand side of Eq. (52) for a certain value of i, the proposed algorithm
reads:
1. Initialize i = 1, lp2 = l
−
p2 and lp3 = l
−
p3.
2. Evaluate Resi. Three cases are distinguished:
(a) If all values are 0, there is not a new term. Go to Step 3.
(b) If all values are 1, the new term is composed of H1i(lp1) = 1, H2i(l
−
p2) = 1 and
H3i(l
−
p3) = 1. Update i = i + 1, and go to Step 3.
(c) If some values of Resi are 1 and others are 0, H1i(lp1) = 1. For the other
two directions Resi is evaluated starting from the first nonzero value of the
function H1i (black point). Each function of the new term corresponds to the
evaluation of Resi in its direction. Update i = i + 1, and go to Step 3.
3. Move to the next value of lp2 and/or lp3 and repeat Step 1 until all the domain is
explored. In this case, move to Step 4.
4. All the modes where H1i(lp1) = 1 are compressed in an appropriate way in order to
minimize the number of terms in (52).
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Figure 16: Example of h function and separation method. The value of h in the corners of
the shadowed cubes are 1 and in the rest is 0.
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